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FOREWORD

The calendar of operation used by most American schools has
its roots deeply imbedded in the agrarian society that we once were.
During the time when school children were needed to tend to the
crops during the summer of the year, that school calendar made
ultimate good sense. It seems safe to observe that those days are
now gone forever. Just as the old calendar responded to a need
when it was established, the year-round community school conczs.rit
is likewise responding to a need in today'c society.

The move to town and city which began with the industrializa-
tion of this country is now almost complete. The vast majority of

students in American schools have little or nothing to do during the
summer vacation period. It is this enforced idleness, often acccm-
panied by boredom and mischief, that has caused parents in com-
munity after community to demand that schools step in and provide
some sort of program to eliminate the problem caused by the long

summer vacation.
Another group of Americans has also been concerned about

the long summer vacationsthe taxpayers, a group that includes a
considerable number of parents. The taxpayers want the schools
used year-round for reasons of efficiency. At a time when taxes are
high, it galls them to see school buildings sitting idle a portion of the
year. They are fond of likening school buildings to industrial and
commercial buildings. They state unequivocally that no industrialist
or commercial entrepreneur could leave his physical plant vacant
as much as the schools are vacant.

The third major force influencing the year-round use of

schools is the community school movement. More and more Ameri-
cans are viewing their schools as public buildings that can be used
for all sorts of community activities. In Flint, Michigan, the Mott
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Foundation has developed the community school concept to a high
degree of sophistication. It is rmtural that as communities begin to
examine ways to make more effective use of their school buildings
they consider the desirability of the community school concept. At
the same time, they seek more efficient ways of using their school
buildings.

In some ways, the growing demands for year-round use of
school buildings are opening the door to some long needed educa-
tional reforms. As the school year schedule is changed, curriculum
and instruction are reexamined and can be greatly improved; the
ways in which facilities are used can be rethought; and, in short, the
serious educational leader can zero in on some real improvements
in the system.

This handbook was commissioned as one in a series of three
produced under a grant from the U.S. Office of Education, each
intended to provide busy educational executives a brief, practical
overview of a major issue or movement.

In this publication, author Gordon McCloskey (professor of
education at Washington State University) approaches the year-round
community school from several points of view. The reader will have
a more complete understanding of the concept. He will also have
specific suggestions as to ways the year-round community school
can be best suited to the needs of any school community. The
handbook should prove useful to administrators, teachers, and com-
munity patrons interested in the problem. We commend it to every
educator willing to examine one of the more promising new ap-
proaches to educational improvement.

Paul B. Salmon
Executive Secretary, AASA
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INTRODUCTION

Year-round community schools utilize school buildings, staff,
and other community facilities most weeks of each year. Their aim
is full use of all school and community resources to provide more
adequate education for more children, youth, and adults.

The interest in year-round schools that combine school and
community resources to better relate schooling to real life is not new.
But our present-day need for using all available resources is new. So
are the potential benefits of doing so.

In recent years public interest in year-round use of school
buildings has increased. Some school districts have reached their
legal bonding limits. In others, voters have rejected school bond
proposals. People hope that year-round use of existing facilities
can reduce the need for new buildings, and to some extent that hope
can be realized.

In some districts administrators are initiating year-round com-
munity school programs mainly to make more adequate schooling
more continuously available to more people. In the process, facilities
are utilized more hours per day and more days per year. These efforts
are demonstrating that, by showing concern for more efficient use of
existing facilities, school administrators can activate public support
for a wide range of urgent educational improvements. By demon-
strating your determination to make full use of existing facilities, you
can increase public awareness of unmet educational needs and the
benefits that pupils and communities have at stake in meeting needs.

Experience is showing that all-year community school concepts
provide a framework for stimulating fa.zulties, students, and parents to
take a fresh look at present-day needs and potentials. This opens
minds and generates a will to improve programs.
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Public demand for more efficient use of facilities is growing. But
so is public interest in curriculum improvements that better meet the
present-day needs of children, youth, and adults. This mixture of
concern is impelling local school boards and some state legislatures
to advocate or require development of year-round school programs.
The Texas Legislature has enacted a law requiring all school districts
to operate year-round programs. California and Illinois have legisla-
tion permitting and providing financial support for year-round opera-
tion. None of this legislation mandates- curriculum content or
organization. Decisions regarding specific means by which schools
will serve children, youth, and adults remain largely in local hands.

Current circumstances provide school administrators with a
rare opportunity to exercise educational leadership. By seizing this
opportunity, they can increase public support for more adequate
education and enlarge public confidence in their leadership. Unless
administrators do lead now, citizens will almost surely accept over-
simplified solutions proposed by others.

This booklet is intended to provide some guides for administra-
tive leadership. But it is not a "cookbook" of exact recipes for
action. Local needs and conditions vary. Every superintendent will
need to use his personal judgment. In that spirit the following pages:

Describe present-day circumstances giving rise to interest in
year-round community school programs.

Define the major difference between plans for -year-round use
of facilities and plans for year-round opportunity for pupils to
attend school.

Summarize educational principles supporting the logic of year-
round community school concepts.

Capsule some major patterns presently being used for year-
round school organization.

Examine major obstacles to be overcome.

Define and analyze some major administrative tasks involved
in year-round community school prc.gram planning and orga-
nization.

Gordon McCloskey
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CHAPTER 1

Reasons for Year-Round
Community Schools

Let's be candid and realistic. Interest in year-round school plans
springs from a mixture of motives. Some citizens, especially those
familiar with business management and efficiency concepts, feel that
facilities should be utilized all year. They note that summer closures
are a waste. Many school administrators recognize that this view is
consistent with emerging concepts of educational management.
Educational leaders also recognize that, by demonstrating con-
cern for efficiency, administrators c in help clarify the need for
urgent educational improvements and enlarge public support for
improvement.

Businessman George Jensen expresses the growing public
concern for more efficient use of facilities:

Most people's interest in a year-round school calendar is
sparked by the economy angle. and it is clear that any of the
above-mentioned plans releases classroom space right away.
While this is not the prime reason to move in th:s direction, it is
important because school finances are of the utmost importance
to those paying the bills, and we must find a greater return on
our huge expenditure for construction. . . .

Many professional schoolmen are inclined to disregard this
significant efficiency increase in the use of facilities saying that
the schoolhouse and its maintenance represent a small part of
the total ed.cation budget. This attitude arises from the fact
that most school superintendents and other administrators are
inadequately trained in financial matters. No competent busi-
ness executive would laugh off a potential saving of even one or
two percent in his operating budget. He knows substantial
economies are accomplished by putting together a number of
small ones.'

1 George Jensen, "Does Year-Round Education Make Sense" Compact
4 (December 1970): 4-5.
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But after assessing the advantages and disadvantages of vari-
ous year-round school plans, Minnesota Governor Harold Le Vander
reminded the Education Commission of the States that "keep'ng
the schools open all year to utilize facilities fully would have little
benefit if it just meant more of the same kind of education which
is now being widely criticized." 2

Educators' concern for development of year-round instructional
programs that better meet pupils' existing needs is shared by former
Pennsylvania Governor Raymond P. Shafer. Quite realistically he
observes that:

Year-around school programs, in some cases, may not imme-
diately make availab'^ more classrooms, reduce class sizes,
eliminate obsolete L ...Ines, or provide better and more relevant
use of programs, personnel and buildings. However, if nothing
else is accomplished, the consideration of a year-round school
program can open the door to action in all of these areas.
Without major changes and improvements in the curriculum, a
year-round program could be just an extended version of a
defective traditional school year. The educational value of the
longer school year will depend upon what is done with the
extra time that is gained.

In preparing for a year-round school program, school districts
may want to revise the entire school program, adopting new
curricula and new instructional approaches. Courses of study
and schedules will have to be broken into new time blocks to
correspond to a new year-round school calendar. In addition,
the year-round school can call for the development of new
courses or the expansion of old courses. Most of all, the year-
round school could be distingu,shed by emphasis upon accel-
eration, individualized instruction, flexible scheduling, student
rather than subject centered learning activities, and many of the
other characteristics needed to make public school education
relevant to the educational needs of our society. Through all
this and more, the extended school year can encourage signifi-
cant changes in currently practiced educational philosophies
and help build new frameworks for a more effective school
district educational program.3

Adequate year-round community schools can make better use
of facilities But they can do much more than that: they can provide
better education for more people. The strength of an all-year com-
munity school grows from the logic wan which it enables youth and
adults to better pursue contemporar ' needs and potentials.

2 Harold LeVander, "The Calendar as t.ri Educational Resource," Compact
4 (December 1970): 3.

3 Raymond P. Shafer, "Legislating Flexibility in Pennsylvania," Compact
4 (December 1970). 34.
2



School facilities should be used as many weeks a year and as
many hours a day or week as possible. Certainly there is plenty of

educational work to be done.

Millions of people. young and old, still lack essential levels of
literacy.

A large percentage of pupils do not complete high school be-
cause they are not motivated by existing patterns of instruction.

The progress and achievements of millions are constricted and
retarded by needlessly rigid curricula.

Most pupils get only fragments of work experience while in
school. Many get none.

Millions of adults need retraining to earn incomes in modern
occupations.

Most youth have only fragmentary contact with civic or cultural
endeavors during their school years. Most adults have only
slightly more. Schools can help extend these experiences.

As amounts of leisure time increase, millions of children, youth,
and adults seek more opportunity to engage in artistic, intel-
lectual, and physical activities. This will benefit communities in
many ways. School facilities can be used for those purposes
during evenings, weekends, and summer months.

More intensive use of existing facilities for such purposes can
provide more citizens with experiences demonstrating that schools
are beneficial. This will-increase public confidence in schools and
help show the need for additional facilities when they are required.

THE NEED FOR CLARIFICATION OF OBJECTIVES
AND COSTS

Valid Concepts of Efficiency
Since so much current interest in year-round Schools is rooted

in concern for "efficiency," educational leaders have an obligation
to be sure that citizens are well-informed about realistic measures
of educational efficiency. Keeping buildings fully occupied is one
small part of a valid measure. But that measure alone can be
misleading.

Efficient use of the months and years pupils have in which to
get educated is a much more basic measure. The purpose of the
school is to enable pupils to make productive use of their school-age
years. Consequently, its real efficiency can be measured accurately
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cnly in terms of how well it enables pupils to use those years, not
merely by the occupancy of buildings.

There is an almost comic-tragic contradiction and delusion in
oversimplified year-round school definitions that advocate keeping
inadequate buildings filled with three-fourths of the pupils while the
other fourth are forced to be idle for two or three months of each year
Plainly, such arrangements reduce the efficiency with which pupils'
school years are used.

It is urgent that administrators help all citizens understand that
utilization of existing facilities is only one partial measure of educa-
tional efficiency. The much more valid measure is how much of each
year pupils will have the opportunity to attend school.

To maximize efficient use of facilities for beneficial purposes
requires public clarification of objectives and the actual costs
involved. Suggestions that year-round services can be rendered
at lower cost are delusions which may mislead citizens and impair
pursuit of that goal. Administrators should analyze realistically the
differences among tne various objectives and expectations activating
interest in a diverse assortment of year-round school proposals. You
should note carefully that the objective of "making existing facilities
do" is seldom the equivalent of providing the educational services
needed by children,, youth, and adults. You have urgent reason to
make sure that citizens understand the large differences.

Differences Between Lower Building Costs
and Lower Budgets

You have equally urgent reason to be sure that voters are well-
informed about the differences between saving the cost of new
buildings and having lower annual school budgets. Many citizens
hear that all-year use of facilities can reduce or postpone new
building costs. This leads them quite unrealistically to expect that
annual school budgets will decline. Few have thought through the
facts about the additional costs involved in operating school more
months a year or more hours a day. Be sure that those facts are clear.

Make it plain that while new construction costs can be saved
temporarily, year-round use of buildings will increase maintenance
costs and require that teachers be paid for more months each year.
Be sure the people understand that annual budgets will go up.
Otherwise, still more criticism will be piled on your already
bludgeoned head.

Also, be aware that oversimplified all-year school proposals
based only on the "let's make what we have do" objective raise the
danger of distracting public attention from urgent unmet needs.
4



Quite understandably, many people hope to dispose of all unpleasant
educational finance problems by any r ' '-* that happen to be
at hand. Be sure that citizens are 0. 3u about the many
needs that cannot be met simply by filui ,-; intensive use of existing
facilities.

Critical Differ mces Between Optional
and Mandatory Plans

Many so called .ar-round school plans involve questions of
the degree to which pupils will have optional opportunity to attend
school more months a year or be required to remain out of school
for certain weeks or months.

Careful consideration of these questions clarifies the very major
difference between plans aimed merely at expectant year-round use
of buildings and those aimed at improving educational services for
all pupils.

Obviously, plans that require a substantial percentage of pupils
to remain out of school for weeks or months each year are not all-
year schools for pupils. They should correctly be called "plans for
ail-year use of buildings," which may or may not be adequate. Only
plans providing pupils with opportunity for year-round attendance
can accurately be called "year-round school plans."

Alert: In general, most parents respond favorably to plans
providing for optional year-round attendance. But quite under-
standably, many oppose enrollment rotation plans that require
pupils to stay out of school "with nothing to do" for weeks or months
during fall, winter, and spring seasons.

Experience, foresight, and responsible concern for pupils edu-
cational opportunity suggest that, in most communities, administrators
and boards have good reasons to start with plans that give all pupils
options for attendance during whatever terms they prefer. This is
consistent with continuous progress objectives and principles.

Primacy of Instructional Program Leadership

Experience demonstrates the critical need for leadership in
modernization of curriculum and instruction. Many laymen are
tempted to support plans for year-round use of buildings that deprive
some students of the opportunity to attend school for large portions
of each year. They give slight consideration to the effects of such
plans on the type of education pupils get. That question gets lost
in the enthusiasm for reduction of building costs.

5



Consequently, there is need for administrators to take steps
to be sure citizens understand that the real educational efficiency of
any year-round school plan depends almost entirely on the nature
and quality of the instruction it provides for children, youth, and
adults. Without such leadership, year-round use of facilities is likely

to be at best a defensive measure. It may even result in a deteriora-
tion of pupils' educational opportunity.



CHAPTER 2

Concepts of All -Year
Community Schools

PURPOSES AND POTENTIALS
The significance of any educational arrangement can best be

defined in terms of its purposes, the nature of its services, and its
benefits for people,

Certainly efficient use of facilities is one legitimate objective.
Assuring citizens that buildings are well-used can help increase
public confidence in education and enlarge public will to support
improvements. So, that can be one good reason for developing a
year-round community school program. But potentials for providing
children, youth, and adults with better education are more funda-
mental reasons.

More Practical Application of Learning Concepts
Valid all-year community school programs make more practical

applications of tested ideas about the nature of learning and learning
processes. So let's got these well-tested guides in focus. Most of
them are by now familiar clichés and truisms to which we have long
given lip service.

"Learning" is any increase in people's capability to live well.

Perceptions of ways to improve living stimulate people to
enlarge their capabilities. Educators call this "motivation."

Perception of ways to live better is accelerated and enlarged
by direct contact with the economic, occupational, civic, and
cultural realities of life. Educators call this "learning from ex-
perience." They use the idea as a basis for experience-based
curricula.
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The effects of most experiences are interrelated. Few isolated
experiences have sustained influence on motives or attitudes.

The total combination of a person's experience contributes to
his perceptions, insights, aspirations, sense of purpose, judg-

ment, aversions, self-restraint, commitments.

Opportunity to be involved in matters perceived to be of con-
sequence motivates people to enlarge their interests and capa-

bilities. It also activates their desire and will to participate and
contribute to social and civic improvement enterprises. Both
research and simple observation demonstrate that children,
youth, and adults who have such combinations of experience
become more aware, better informed, and more sensitive. They
also have more realistic personal goals and broader concerns
for the well-being of others.

People can enlarge their awareness, insights, capabilities, and
sense of responsibility almost anywhere at almost any time of
their lives. The process can go on at any age. The personal and
social benefits of continued learning are substantial. Such

"education" is not limited to schoolrooms. And it is not limited
to the years preceding high school or college graduation.

Learning, as defined above, can continue throughout life. And
in today's world, where new circumstances, needs, resources,
and opportunities are evolving so rapidly, it is urgent that
people's opportunity to learn should be continuous. This is
why community schools both serve and involve large numbers
of adults.

An all-year community scnool can combine the use of school
facilities and other community. resources in ways that help more
citizens improve the quality of life here, now, and in the foreseeable
future. It can provide a wide variety of formal and informal learning
experiences for children, youth, and adults, day and night, at all
seasons of the year. It can provide a wide variety of educational
services for all members of the community, young and old. It can
better relate education of children and adults to community goals
and enterprises.

Schools can become year-round centers for a wide diversity of
study, discussion, and work, assisting people of all ages to engage
in personal and civic improvements. Community groups can make
substantial use of school classrooms, shops, laboratories, gym-
nasiums, and auditoriums for formal instruction and recreation.
People of all ages can participate in public forums and cultural
activities.
8



All-year community schools can utilize a wide variety of persons
and situations for instruction and laboratory work. They can develop
closer working relationships with private enterprises and civic and
cultural agencies which can serve as laboratories to enrich instruc-
tion. This creates a relevance and realism that motivates, broadens,
and accelerates a fruitful range of learning.

All-year community schools rely heavily on the principle that
people learn by doing. They help pupils and other citizens of all
ages participate in civic and cultural enterprises. They activate the
personal sense of purpose and the reinforcement that comes from
involvement in real-life endeavors and from peer group relationships.

Such schools rely heavily on the participation and advice of
lay councils for both program planning and program operations.

Quite desirably, there are notable variations in the specific
types of services provided and planned in different communities.
So far, with good reason, most programs have been designed to meet
quite carefully defined local needs. However, most of these local
efforts are based on some common educational principles and are
aimed at meeting some quite universal needs emerging from current
technological-economic-social developments and trends. They
utilize time-tested principles of learning and human development.

Experience shows that such schools increase public interest,
understanding, and support. This is to be expected. Involvement in
efforts to meet felt needs and to pursue common goals gives people
a realistic sense of values and commitment.

SOME GUIDING CONCEPTS
Once education is perceived as an ongoing part of real life,

the value of mechanisms for interweaving schooling with other
aspects of experience becomes obvious. Work can be educative.
So can travel, providing new experience with a diversity of environ-
ments and people. So can participation in civic and cultural en-
deavors. So, administrators have reason to arrange schooling in
ways that help make such experiences an integral part of education.

Opportunities for interrelated experiences are present at all
times of any year. Consequently, year-round community schools are
logical arrangements for utilization of out-of-school educational
resources. They provide opportunity for a constant integration of
in-school and out-of-school experiences.

A beneficial interweaving of in-school and out-of-school experi-
ences requires considerable flexibility with respect to times at which
pupils will be in a school building or at other places that contribute
to their education. For that reason, valid year-round schools seek to

9



maximize the flexibility of school entry and exit times. Obviously,
dividing school years into quarters or quinmesters increases flexi-
bility. Continuous progress plans which emphasize self-pacing indi-
vidualized instruction provide for even more flexibility.

Numerous arrangements of calendar time blocks, such as
quarters or trimesters, can be used to schedule school buildings
for more months of a year. Theoretically, any of those arrangements
can enable a school district to use its present buildings to provide
some type and amount of educational services for more pupils.

For example, any local or state school system can use a manda-
tory quarter plan. It can arbitrarily divide the pupils normally enrolled
into four attendance groups. It can require that only three-fourths
attend during any quarter, and that each quarter 25 percent do not
attend. Thus, in a year, existing buildings could house 25 percent
more pupils. Likewise, by use of a mandatory trimester plan, pupils
can arbitrarily be assigned to three attendance groups. Each tri-
mester two-thirds can be permitted to enroll while one-third are
required to stay out of school. Thus, during each year, existing
buildings could house one-third more pupils.

But analysis, experience, and responsible concern for providing
educational services congruent with present-day needs show that
wide gaps exist between such mathematical possibilities and efficient
use of pupils' school years. Tie plans do not give adequate con-
sideration to effective use of the months pupils are denied the
opportunity to attend school.

Obviously, in themselves, these various devices for dividing a
full year into time blocks make slight difference in the nature of
instruction or in benefits for youth and adults. In any time span
twelve weeks or forty-eight--instruction may or may not be designed
to meet the diverse and changing needs of pupils and communities.
The factors that determine benefits derived from any number of weeks
are (a) the degree to which instructional programs are modernized,
and (b) the degree of flexibility facilitating opportunity for youth and
adults to maximize development of their diverse interests and
capabilities.

Benefits Depend on Relevance of Instruction
The heart of any effective year-round community school is a

curriculum that facilitates a flexible diversity of individualized
instruction.

Beneficial use of modern technology requires that citizens have
a wide range of interests and competence. For those reasons, year-
round community schools utilize a wide variety of short, up-to-date
10



units of instruction which are made avai!able to young and old, in
school and out, at various times of the year, in whatever sequences
and combinations best contribute to the pursuit of individual and
community goals. Instruction includes a wide range of classroom
and community experiences, including independent study, work-
study programs, correspondence work, and participation in civic
activities. With faculty advice, students select any combination of
units that best fit their individual needs and objectives.

11



CHAPTER 3

Benefits of Year-Round
Community Schools

Assessments of results demonstrate that all-year ccmtnunity
schools can yield substantial benefits.

Community Benefits
More people have more opportunity to acquire hic,i-ner levels of

a wider range of capabilities. More do so.
Community-wide participation of pupils and ackils in study and

discussion of community affairs enlarges 0.e and results
of civic endeavor. Communities are improved

Stores, factories, shops, offices, and co.rirk.:Ifly agencies can
serve as learning laboratories. This helps relRie education more
closely to the real world of work and citizenship. It also helps
employers identify competent young emp'

The cooperative efforts of private induc public agencies, civic
and professional organizations, and schc,:s can help a!I citizens
unify their pursuit of personal and co '..natillity goals in ways that
increase the well-being of all.

When more existing commLnav (.4ilities contribute to educa-
tional services, the t-)tal return fc L-r:ich school budget dollar also
goes up.

School shops, labor. ::F_. -Riserooms, and auditoriums can
be more available for t' iy -Jult citizens for educational and
recreational purpr -s.

Industrial a rcia, i-titerorises obtain more competent
employees, and , rf.0t0 riT.tui,rd and satisfaction from
their work.

Parente. who t.rel=!, using spring, autumn, or
winter can take tl-?.if rh,' 1tiz ;r.e This will help employees
12



and employers schedule vacations in ways that facilitate steady, year-

round employment and stabilize production.
Year-round use of existing buildings can reduce he nced for

new ones. This can lessen construction and interest costs and
make such savings available to improve instruction.

Public awareness of the value of education increase: So -loes

moral and financial support. Experience is demonstratin, that citi-

zens are most inclined to support educational services they' perceive

to be beneficial.

Pupil Benefits
Pupils have more opportunity to develop a richer diversity of

capabilities.
Knowledge and insights obtained by study of academic subjects

are more directly related to personal and community goals. This

increases a sense of relevance that motivates learning.
Instruction becomes more flexible and is better tailored to

individual, needs. Teachers and counselors extend and accelerate

application of innovations such as minicourses, independent study,
flexible scheduling, team teaching, and work-study programs.

Instruction can be divided into more short units. This increases

each pupil's opportunity to get the specific types of instruction that

best meet his personal needs and goals.
A large number of short units of instruction enable students to

elect more courses that are of special interest to them.

Students have more opportunity to study with teachers they

believe to be most helpful.
Students have more opportunity to combine work experience

with school study. They have more opportunity for work at all times

of the year. This helps many who cannot find summer work because

the job market is flooded then to earn some income at other times
of the year. It also increases their opportunity to explore occupations

and to have personal contact with employers.
Students have more opportunity to participate in the work of

civic, social, and cultural agencies. Such experiences are part of
their regular school work, and they get school credit for them.

Students who wish to do so can reduce the number of years

required for graduation. By attending school during summers they

can complete their schooling sooner.
To the degree that "failure" continues to be a practice, any

plan that divides instruction into smaller units reduces the scope of

failure. A student is not locked into a full-year course. If, for
13
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example, he fails a nine-week course, he only loses one-quarter
0' a yea'.

Teacher Benefits
Many teachers who wish to do so can have year-round employ-

ment with commensurate increase of income.
Teachers who wish to get advanced training during winter

terms can do so.
Teachers will have much more opportunity to individualize

instruction in whatever ways they think are most beneficial for
students. Those who wish to develop short units of instruction will
have much more opportunity to do so.

Teachers who wish to do so can plan vacations at whatever
seasons of the year are most preferable.

14



CHAPTER 4

CaLndar-Year
Alternatives

In recent years, many school districts have considered various
plans for Llividing a school year into shorter time blocks. These
include what are commonly caned:

Continuous progress plans
Consecutive quarter plans
Multiple trails concepts
Staggered quarter plans
45-15 plans
8/9-2 plans
Trimester plans
Quinmester plans
Summer school plans.

None of these so-called plans are rigid arrangements of un-
var.ab!e specifics. They are only general ideas for arranging diverse
combinations of time and instruction into patterns that meet the
varied needs of children, youth, and adults. To different degrees,
any of these plans can be used for any, or all, of three purposes:

1 To diversify and enrich instruction.

2. To accelerate completion of normal elementary or high school
requirements.

3. To accommodate more pupils and more adults in existing
facilities by increasing the days per year and the hours per
deli buildings are used.

All of these plans involve consideration of the following factors:

1. Iypes and quality of instruction, counseling, and out-of-school
experiences that best enable pupils and adults to acquire in-
sights and capabilities essential for effective living.

15



2. The number of days per year schools serve various groups of
pupils and adults.

3. The number of days per year different groups of pupils occupy
school buildings.

4. The number of hours per day different groups of pupils occupy
school facilities.

5. The number of pupils that can be accommodated by existing
facilities.

6. The number of pupils that will be enrolled in the near future.

7. The reactions of parents, employers, summer resorts, churches,
and students to changes in traditional summer vacation months
and to other out-of-school weeks during fall, winter, and spri%
months. Many parents resist arbitrary requirements that pupils
be out of school for weeks or months during fall, winter, or
spring. They argue that pupils "have nothing to do" during such
times. Many parents also protest required attendance during
traditional summer vacation months. So do the private and
church sponsors of summer camps and resorts.

8. Costs of year-round maintenance, staffing, and transportation.

The degree to which any of these plans can increase the num-
ber of pupils who can be accommodated in existing facilities de-
pends on what percentages of the student body are and are not
permitted to occupy buildings during various weeks or months of a
year, or during various hours of a day. Obviously, space not used by
some pupils during some days can be occupied by others. The
extent to which the number housed in a year can be increased
depends largely on the degree to which attendance during various
terms is mandatory or optional,

Some plans also increase the hours per day some groups of
pupils occupy buildings. If attendance hours are staggered, the
number that can be accommodated during a day goes up.

Consequently, to varying degrees, any of the above plans can
reduce and delay needs for new buildings. But annual budgets go
up because schools are staffed more months of a year. The amount
of budget increase depends largely on the percentage of teachers
employed for all terms and the costs of year-round maintenance and
transportation.

All of the above plans can also result in some increase in the
number of pupils using instructional materials presently on hand.
But wear and tear goes up. So do annual costs.

To varying degrees, any of the above plans can provide teach-
ers with considerable option for working any or all terms. Some
16



districts employ some teachers during summer quarters for cur-
riculum planning and instructional materials development.

The benefits that pupils and adults derive from any of the above
plans depends almost entirely on appropriate reorganization of the
curriculum and methods of instruction. For any school term of any
length, instruction can be organized into units of any length deemed
most useful. All of the above plans can encourage the Jse of mini-
courses, some of which can be completed in two, four, or six weeks.
When combined with adequate counseling, flexible scheduling, and
well-directed independent study, this increases the opportunity to
tailor instruction to individual pupil needs and capabilities it

enlarges opportunity for diversity and enrichment. Obviously, s-ich
reorganization requires large amounts of faculty planning and well-
organized in-service training. -

But by itself, no particular arrangement of an aroual pupil
attendance calendar guarantees such results. The benefits depend
on curriculum and instruction develcpments which may or may not
accompany it.

Continuous Progress Plan
The continuous progress plan aims primarily at flexible year-

round learning for pupils. It can be utilized for both elementary and
high school and commonly provides from 200 to 225 days of instruc-
tion per year. The plan involves extensive application of ungraded
school and independent study cor-_,epts. The school year is not
divided into any rigid quarter or quinmester terms because such
arbitrary time spans are viewed as i4alevant to the varying rates at
which individual students make progress. Pupils are counseled to
pursue school work and related out-of-school experiences in what-
ever combinations and at whatever times are deemed most beneficial
to them. Use of self-pacing minicourses and work-study experience
is extensive. Points of entry and exit are numerous and flexible.

This plan can provide a vacation during traditional summer
months for pupils who prefer that arrangement.

This continuous, flexible school-year concept makes the use
of both school facilities and other community facilities optional at
any time deemed appropriate by teachers, pupils, and parents. Since

at most times some pupils are using nonschool facilities, there is
some average release of school space for other pupils. But except
for that average, the specific kinds and amounts of released space
cannot be planned so precisely as by assignment of pupils to manda-
tory rotating quarter or trimester attendance schedules.
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Advocates view the continuous progress plan primarily as a
means for improving and enriching education and for relating school
work more closely to other educative experiences that can be pro-
vided by work, travel, home projects, and participation in civic and
cultural activities. However, as figure 1 indicates, the extended year
makes it possible for some pupils to complete a normal seven-year
program in six years. Likewise, by use of summer months, many
pupils can complete a normal twelve-year program in eleven years.

The "Flexible All-Year School" program being developed by
the Research-Learning Center at Clarion (Pennsylvania) State Col-
lege exemplifies ways these benefits can be obtained.

The amount of new building costs saved by any particular
continuous progress plan will be influenced largely by the average
percentage of pupils who use out-of-school facilities during an
average day, week, month, or year. This average will vary from school
to school, depending on the nature of the instructional program.

Obviously, the annual cost of operating an enriched year-round
continuous progress school for all pupils (young and adult) will be
more than that of a conventional 180-day program.

Experience demonstrates that, generally, the continuous
progress concept involves more individualized instruction and more
staff time for individual pupil guidance and counseling.

FIGURE 1.POSSIBLE PATTERN FOR ACCELERATED PUPIL
PROGRESS IN SIX CONTINUOUS 210-DAY SCHOOL YEARS

Year or
Learning
Level

Level 1 Kindergarten-180 days I Grade 1 30 days

Level 2 Grade 1-150 days
I

Grade 2 60 days
Level 3 Grade 2-120 days

I Grade 3 90 days
Level 4 Grade 3 90 days

I Grade 4-120 days

Level 5 Grade 4 60 days
I

Grade 5-150 days

Level 6 Grade 5 30 days I Grade 6-180 days

Consecutive Quarter Plan
This plan can utilize continuous progress concepts. The school

year is divided into four twelve-week terms. Attendance during any
quarter can be optional. Instruction can be organized in small,
flexible units permitting large amounts of individualization, including
work experience and participation in community agency endeavors.
18



These procedures facilitate both enrichment and acceleration. Many
teachers can be employed year-round.

The secondary school program developed by Atlanta, Georgia,
is an outstanding example of benefits inherent in this plan. The
avowed purpose of the Atlanta program is to enlarge and enrich
educational opportunities and benefits for more youth and adults.
The program is the result of affirmative and adroit administrative
leadership. With assistance of associates and consultants, Super-
intendent of Schools John W. Letson involved faculty, community
leaders, and students in the formulation of program concepts and
development of instructional materials. This highly flexible program
emerged from two years of intensive staff and community planning.
It utilizes individualized continuous progress concepts. High school
teachers and curriculum specialists prepared more than six hundred
fifty short units of instruction. With counselors' advice, each quarter
each student selects units that best fit next steps in pursuit of his

goals. Many of these units combine in-school study with out-of-
school work for pay or voluntary service with civic agencies.

Points and times at which youth and adults can enter, leave,
and re-enter school are flexible. Youth and adult interest in schooling
has increased. So have the percentages of youth and adults enrolled
in school programs. Many so-called dropouts return.

The Atlanta program has resulted in substantial increases in
public confidence and financial support.

In the consecutive quarter plan, vacation schedules for indi-
vidual students and staff can be flexible. But general four-week vaca-
tions, including traditional Christmas and Easter holidays, can be
scheduled. Experience indicates that mandatory attendance during
the summer quarter evokes substantial opposition from parents,
churches, and proprietors of summer camps and resorts.

Some teachers can be employed year-round. Some who prefer
to do so can be employed for fewer months per year or for parts of a

day or week.

Multiple Trails Concept
The multiple trails plan emphasizes individualization of instruc-

tion and continuo:,;, progress. It provides for extensive use of
minicourses and various combinations of fifteen- and thirty-minute
time modules, enabling high schools to provide a variety of work-
study experiences. Each pupil's program is continually planned and
modified to fit his needs and objectives. Each pupil attends school
during the hours, days, or weeks when instruction meeting his needs
is available.
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Multiple tr +I.. plans usually use school facilities during more
than the conventional nu . ber of hours per day. Various groups of
pupils can be in and out of school at different hours. Experience
indicates that by such ' -:ngements, existing facilities can accom-
modate 15-20 percent more pupils.

The hours dunng which teachers work can also be staggered.
The length of their work day or work week need not be increased.
If some prefer to work longer, pay scales can be adjusted upward.
All of the processes and benefits noted for the consecutive quarter
plan are inherent in the multiple trails concept.

Trimester Plan
This is similar to the quarter plan, except that students are

divided into three groups instead of four and the school year is
divided into three fifteen- or sixteen-week terms. Frequently, some
hours are added to the conventional school day. Staggered hours
of attendance enable facilities to accommodate more pupils.

Staggered Quarter Plan
A forty-eight-week school year can be divided into four twelve-

week terms. To fit these relatively short terms, instruction is organized
into smaller units.

Pupils are divided into four attendance groups. Three-fourths
are scheduled to attend school each quarter while the other fourth
is on vacation (required to remain out of school). Thus during any
forty-eight-week year it is mathematically possible for any facility
to serve 25 percent more pupils than during a thirty-six-week year.
The degree to which this turns out to be so depends on the degree
to which students are required to attend during certain quarters or
are permitted to choose the quarters they prefer to attend. Relatively
few voluntarily stay out of school during fall, winter, or spring quar-
ters. Many parents object to requirements that pupils remain at
home during any of those quarters because both prefer traditional
summer-month vacations.

45-15 Plan

For elementary schools, some districts use what is called a
45-15 plan. Students are divided into five attendance groups. Each
group attends four terms, each forty-five days in length and each
followed by fifteen nonschool days. The beginning and ending dates
of terms attended by each group are staggered. So are the dates of
20
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the fifteen-day vacation periods for each group While one group
is on vacation the other three groups are using vacated facilities.
Theoretically, during a 225-day year this plan permits each classroom
to seat about 20 percent more pupils than in a traditional 180-day

year. The degree to which it will do so depends on whether
attendance during various terms is optional or mandatory.

Vacations for all pupils can be scheduled to include Christmas
and Easter holidays.

Experience shcws that such arrangements cause many parents
to protest having pupils out of school during two- or three-week time
spans in fall, winter, and spring months. Because such plans require

many pupils to attend school during traditional slimmer vacation
months, they also encounter substantial opposition from churches
that operate summer recreation programs and from proprietors of

summer camps and resorts.

8/9-2 Plan
The structure of the 8/9-2 plan is similar to that of the 45-15

plan. The school year is divided into four staggered eight- or nine-

week terms with staggered two-week vacations between terms.
Figure 2 illustrates staggered times at which pupils are in and out
of school. These plans can also provide all pupils with a four-week
vacation at some time during the summer.

If these plans mandate attendance, approximately 20 percent of
all pupils are out of school during all terms.

Quin mester Plan
This is similar to the 45-15 plan, except that the time spans of

terms are not staggered. A 225-day school year is divided into five

terms of forty-five days each. Four of these terms are scheduled
at dates corresponding to the traditional 180-day year and the fifth
during summer months. Like quarters, the shorter length of quin-
mester terms encourages flexible use of minicourses,individualiza-
tion of instruction, and enrichment.

Increases in efficiency of space utilization depend largely on
the degree to which attendance during each quinmester is optional

or mandatory.

Modified Summer School Plan
In this case the traditional 180-day school year is supplemented

with a twenty-, thirty-, or forty-day summer school. The summer
21
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school can offer regular school year academic and work-study
courses along with remedial services and enrichment courses. Most
districts using this plan leave summer attendance optional.

Obviously, summer sessions offer pupils an opportunity to
accelerate their progress or to enrich their educational experience.

The degree to which summer sessions can increase the num-
ber of pupils that existing buildings can accommodate annually
depends on decisions about how many pupils are required to
schedule vacations at other times of the year and on the degree
to which summer-term enrollment is mandatory. Experience indicates
that if summer term courses are mainly academic and if attendance
is optional, many pupils do not enroll. Experience also suggests
that optional attendance can be increased by offering cultural courses
and work-study courses that provide for participation in civic
endeavors.
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CHAPTER 5

The Administrative
Leadership Required

Any local educational development depends largely on the
leadership of the superintendent of schools. As superintendent, you
can activate interest in and support for almost any combination of
all-year community school concepts. Even if bond rejections, debt
limitations, or state legislative enactments force some kind of action,
the nature of your leadership will have almost decisive influence on
the nature of educational services that schools will provide. That
influence is inherent in your position. You cannot escape exercising
it in one direction or another.

You can make personal decisions about the degree of vigor with
which you wish to implement any combination of year-round school
concepts. Of course, you can also choose not to exercise influence
and simply to moderate consideration of whatever proposals happen
to be made by others. In any case, your decision will have inescap-
able effectdirect or indirect, purposeful or inadvertent--on the
nature of whatever program is, or is not, developed.

A Major Undertaking
Development of a good-quality year-round community school is

a sizable administrative job. It requires large amounts of analysis,
judgment, planning, and leadership. Before starting, realistically
assess the large amounts of time and energy you will need to spend.
Candidly ask yourself if you wish to take on such a large leadership
job. Unless you are prepared to do the chances for development
of a genuinely beneficial program go rein.

Your Personal and Professional ;Make
You have good reason to seize initiative. Doing so will enhance

your ability to influence the nature and quality of your year-round
25



school program. To the degree that you neglect to lead, other per-
sons and groups are likely to seize initiative and you will find yourself
in a defensive position of merely reacting to whatever satisfactory
or unsatisfactory suggestions happen to be proposed by other per-
sons. This will make purposeful results uncertain and needlessly
complicate your work. It will also tend to erode your public leader-
ship capability.

Even if state legislation or a board decision has required you to
proceed, many options for program objectives and organization
remain. Decisions will and should be influenced by your own deci-
sions and leadership. So prepare yourself to work in ways most
likely to yield good results and to minimize difficulties. Thoroughly
prepare yourself to perform the specific administrative and leader-
ship tasks involved in getting the job done.

ASSESSING IDEAS

Familiarize yourself with year-round school concepts.

Be sure you are familiar with the full range of year-round com-
munity school concepts. No program can embody all such concepts.
Choices of alternatives most likely to meet your objectives must be
made, and these should be made with full awareness of probable
results and operational problems. So maximize your personal
capacity for well-informed judgment. Be sure that you are well-
informed about the pros and cons of various concepts and
alternatives.

Read, Examine and analyze the wide range of community
school concepts. Identify and comparpr educational benefits each
concept offers. Ask yourself hard questi3s. Examine and compare
the various school-year calendar arrangements described in chap-
ter 4. Then ask yourself hard questions about which concepts and
arrangements you can, in good conscience, give consideration to.
Next, ask yourself equally hard questions about which plans best fit
the needs, conditions, and resources of your school district.

Check your perceptions by conferring with other people.

Consult with other people who have thought through all-year
community school concepts and arrangementsother superinten-
dents and researchers who have compared the benefits and prob-
lems generally associated with alternative patterns.
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Assess circumstances, objectives, and expectations.

Define and assess the circumstances in which you can proceed.

Thorough analysis will help clarify specific leadership tasks. Consider

the following questions:

What is the present state of public interest? Do you have to
activate board, public, and staff interest?

Does state legislation or school board action require develop-

ment of some type of year-round school program? If so, what

were the reasons impelling such action? What are the expected

results?

Is cost reduction a major expectation? If so, just what costs can

you really reduce or postpone? How much building space do

you now have? What are enrollment prospects? To what
extaht and for how long will a year-round-use plan enable you

to house all pupils in existing facilities?

Aie the perceptions of your board and other citizens realistic?

Do they understand the big difference between savings on
immediate construction costs and actual reduction of current

budgets?

.",pproximately how much dollar savings can you actually deriVe

from year-round use of existing buildings?

What are the immediate additional costs of a year-round school?

How much concern do people presently have for program
improvements aimed at enlargement of educational benefits?

What parental reaction do you expect? In your community, how

critical is the difference between optional and mandatory plans?

How will people react to a plan requiring some pupils to attend

summer terms? How will parents view a plan that requires
pupils to stay home for three-week or three-month time blocks

during fall, winter, or spring.

To what extent does your present program embody community

school concepts?

To what extent are nonschool community facilities presently

being used for school-related programs? What is the state of

readiness for more use of community facilities?

What types of educational services do you presently provide for

various adult groups?
27



Allocate sufficient time for adequate local planning.

The success of any year-round community school will depend
largely on how well your staff and other community agencies are
prepared to provide beneficial instruction, counseling, and experi-
ences. Responsible reorganization of instruction and creation of
new instructional units require substantial amounts of time. So does
development or effective working relationships with employers and
community agencies. Adequate planning may require two years.
Carefully assess the type of planning necessary and develop a time-
table.

Allocate responsibilities.

Depending on your personal work load and on your administra-
tive staff structure, you probably will want to delegate some respon-
sibilities. With your support, a competent assistant superintendent
or curriculum director can lead the entire development. But, as noted
in chapter 2, leadership of this scope and complexity requires a
high level of insight, judgment, and commitment. So ask yourself
some brutally hard questions about who can and will do the job.
You need a director who understands year-round school concepts
and is committed to educational improvementsomeone who can
inspire teachers, students, and parents. Persons familiar with finan-
cial management and facilities can help him assemble facts about
costs and utilization. Someone with public communication com-
petence can help put facts in forms suitable for public discussion,
prepare discussion guides, make arrangements for citizen participa-
tion, and keep news media informed.

But regardless of what responsibilities you delegate, be sure
that someone performs the tasks outlined below.

GETTING HELP

Help organize joint efforts to generate state support.

Local all-year school feasibilities and plans are influenced by
state law and state board regulations and by working agreements with
state departments of education. If, as is expected, court decisions
require more states to provide a larger share of local school funds,
the impact of these factors will increase.

In any state, all local superintendents interested in year-round
school programs can speed development of essential state support
by combining their efforts to do so. Together they can confer with
their state superintendent to discuss (a) adaptation of existing state
28



regulations, and (b) strategy for getting necessary legislation. These
discussions should result in well-organized joint plans to work with
the state board and with legislators to get legislation and regulations
that:

Provide authority for year-round operation of schools.

Provide state financial aid for year-round operation.

Authorize year-found employment of teachers.

Provide financial-aid formulas sufficiently flexible to facilitate
development of instructional programs that fit variations in local
needs.

Permit modification of high school graduation requirements in
ways that facilitate individualization of instruction. (Pennsyl-
vania and Washington have specific plans for escaping from
Carnegie units. See the Bibliography.)

Permit modification of entrance-age requirements and grading
and promotion practices to allow pupils to enter at more times
of the year.

Provide funds for well-designed instructional experiments.

Provide funds for planning year-round school programs.

Give a hand on federal aid.

The amount of state funds available is influenced by the nature
and level of federal aid. Join the American Association of School
Administrators, the Council of Chief State School Officers, and the
National School Boards Association in their efforts to increase federal
support.

Help define the widening gap between educational needs and
support.

During recent decades technological developments have raised
the levels of personal development required for occupational and
civic competence. Good year-round community school programs
can be a maim means of helping people acquire such competence.
However, in recent years this need to provide more people with
higher levels of competence has been growing at the very time when
outmoded tax structures have been limiting the revenues available
to meet new needs. Consequently, hard economic "demand" for
adequate education has lagged behind both need and potential
benefits. In numerous cities, and in some states, educational rev-
enues and services have declined, Right now, economic "demand"
for education is going down at the very time the "need" for edu-
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cational services and the benefits of such services are demonstrably
greater than ever. In these circumstances, educational and political
leaders have an obligation to clarify the very critical differences be-
tween current "economic demand" and current "needs and benefits."

Be aware that modern industries create demand.

Classic economic theory of a supply-demand market system
assumes that people will freely use their incomes and their own
internal judgment to buy whatever commodities or services best meet
their real needs and are of most genuine benefit to them. It is
assumed (a) that demand will arise spontaneously from such internal
judgments, and (b) that entrepreneurs will assess consumer desires
and proceed to voduce and market the commodities and services
consumers naturally want.

In times past, that theory had considerable validity. But cir-
cumstances have changedradically. Today, responsible educa-
tional and political leaders have an obligation to confront the hard
fact that in our contemporary competitive society industries obviously
do not rely on the innate personal values and judgments of con-
sumers to activate demand. On the contrary, in the private sector
of the economy, producers utilize a massive advertising industry to
create and activate demand for whatever commodity or service they
deem profitable. Corporations producing most of the commodities
sold in the United States employ advertising agencies to stimulate
demand; none rely on mere product availability to generate it. Even
while production is being planned they employ talented people to
activate public desire for their forthcoming commodities or services.

Any of these viable sectors of the U.S. economy would dismiss
as folly a suggestion that in a dynamic and competitive society it
should depend on tradition, or residual goodwill, to sustain or en-
large demand for its output. The few who have tried to do so soon
found customer expenditures diverted to other commodities. Clearly,
the mere existence of a commodity or service does not alone make
its benefits self-evident.

Help correct the misleading myth of limited financial resources.
Educational leaders engaged in obtaining state and federal

funds sufficient to meet current needs must also be prepared to
confront the falsehood of the old cliche that "our limited financial
resources must be spread around." That is simply not true. Any
review of the facts will show that for centuries financial resources
have steadily been expanded to correspond with enlarged capacity
to produce commodities and services. Few people understand that
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for decades practically all money in circulation has been credit
issued by banks to finance production and exchange of whatever
commodities or services people perceive to be of worth For ex-

ample, in recent years we have seen massive amounts of money
made available for space exploration, airports, highways, bowling
lanes, recreation resorts, and hot pants. There are financial re-
sources made available for production and distribution of whatever

commodities or services people give priority to.
Those responsible for educational leadership have reason to

confront the demonstrated fact that in such an economic environ-

ment the mere availability of educational services will not activate
economic demand commensurate with changing needs, resources,

or potential benefits. Certainly, current events are clearly demon-
strating that such an assumption is false and is depriving children,
youth, and adults of the opportunity to acquire the capabilities they

need for personal and civic well-being.
Consequently, it is urgent that educational leaders obtain and

emphasize hard facts about people's educational needs and bene-
fits and the degree to which needs are or are not being met.
Educational needs and benefits must be translated into economic
priorities. Without doubt this will be a rugged public struggle. And
without doubt, unless educational leaders are prepared to act wilt
awareness and unified vigor, public interestsurely will be diverted to

lesser priorities.

Use fhe experience of others.

Save yourself some work, and some mistakes. Use the experi-

ence of others. Administrators who have year-round programs under

way car, help you think through alternatives and make preliminary
decisions about the route you want to take. The Research-Learning

Center at Clarion State College in Clarion, Pennsylvania, specializes

in experimentation with continuous-school-year programs. That

center can help you sift ideas for effective planning and organization.

Here are the names of some school systems that have year-

round programs in various stages of development:

Atlanta, Georgia. High school quarter plan. Optional. Major
objective: enlargement of educational opportunity and instruc-
tional improvement. Substantial use of community resources,
Outstanding example of educational leadership.

Chula Vista, California. 45-15 plan. Demonstrates facilities

utilization. Developed helpful question-and-answer sheet for
public use.
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Clarion State College, Clarion, Pennsylvania. Nursery school
through high school. Flexible all-year school plan. Main ob-
jective: curriculum modernization. Wide use of community
resources.

Dade County, Florida. Junior and senior high school quinmester
plan. Five nine-week sessions. Main objective: curriculum
modernization.

Dale City, Virginia. Goodwin Middle School. 45-15 plan. Cur-
riculum modernization.

Franklin Pierce School District, Tacoma, Washington. Junior
and senior high school. Two twelve-week semesters and four-
week summer school. Main objective: curriculum moderniza-
tion.

Hayward, California. Park Elementary School. Four quarters
of fifty days each, with three weeks between quarters.

Jefferson County Board of Education, Louisville, Kentucky.
Pilot programs for all grades. Quarter plan. Main objective:
curriculum modernization. Effective work with citizens advisory
committee.

La Mesa, California. Elementary. Modified 45-15 plan.

Lockport, Illinois. Valley View Elementary School. 45-15 plan.
Demcnstrates facilities utilization.

Mankato State College, Mankato, Minnesota. Wilson Campus
School. Flexible all-year plan. Main objective: modernization
of instruction. Substantial use of community resources.

Molalia, Oregon. Elementary grades. Quarter plan. Mandated
attendance. Curriculum modernization.

Prince William County, Manassas, Virginia. All grades. Main
objective: curriculum improvement.

Saint Charles, Missouri. Becky-David plan. Primary and inter-
mediate grades. Pupils attend school four nine-week terms with
four three-week vacations.

Utica, Michigan. High school. Pilot program for five terms of
forty-five days each. Fifth term attendance optional. Enlighten-
ing experience with public resistance.

Explore sources of financial assistance.

Adequate planning requires manpower and money. You prob-
ably can use some local personnel and funds. Most state depart-
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ments of education and the U.S. Office of Education have some
funds that can be allocated to local districts for "planning," "equali-
zation," "innovation," "pilot programs," and "exemplary programs."
The titles and purposes of these funding programs change, but the
purposes of many permit allocation of money for development of
year-round community school programs. Keep informed about the
availability of state and federal funds. Visit people who direct state
departments and federal agencies. Acquaint them with your objec-
tives and discuss prospects for financial assistance.

Examine individualized instruction units developed by other
school systems.

At best, organization of an effective curriculum is a large task.
Development of up-to-date units of instruction requires time and skill.

Numerous school systems have spent large amounts of time
developing a wide range of useful units that can be flexibly utilized
in both old and new curriculum areas. For example, Atlanta, Georgia,
has developed more than eight hundred fifty high school units. Such
materials can give your staff a start and speed curriculum planning.
Get them. Modify them to fit your local needs.

MAKING A SOUND START
Specify benefits that can be offered as ob/ectives.

People's acceptance of an idea and the amount of support
they are willing iD give it are influenced by their perceptions of
benefits. These perceptions are crucial because they constitute the
reasons why people have cause to support development of a year-
round school program. So before initiating widespread discussion
with your board, staff, students, or the public, carefully pre are a very
clear statement of the benefits involved. This provides a constructive
context essential for purposeful discussion._ Without a clear picture of
benefits, people have no reason to be interested and discussion can-
not possibly be realistic or rational. A clear perception will help
staff, students, and laymen see their stake in affirmative interest and
support and provide them with a framework for constructive discus-
sion. Experience demonstrates that without a clear picture of
benefits, discussions will almost surely be focused on divisive differ-
ences of view about the "problems" and on apprehensions born of
reluctance to change habitual work patterns.

Some generally recognized benefits are listed in chapter 3.
Use that list as a start. Add or delete items in accord with your
judgment. Change emphases in whatever ways best fit your local
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goals or circumstances. But be sure you have in hand a statement
of benefits that can serve to give your board, staff, students, and
public a constructive sense of purpose.

Prepare to help students and parents understand circumstances
and alternatives.

If debt limits, bond is le rejections, legislation, or board action
requires year-round schoo, development, be sure students and par-
ents are informed about space limitations and the advantages and
disadvantages of alternative all-year calendar arrangements. Arrange
public discussion of facts clarifying the differences between optional
and mandatory attendance.

Ascertain community opinion.

You need facts about community opinion regarding mandatory
attendance and forced vacations during fall, winter, and spring
months. Survey opinions to obtain such facts. Then, with your
board, think through what effect they should have on your decision
and plans. Depending on circumstances, it may or may not be
helpful to give the facts wide publicity.

Assemble facts that define needs, objectives, benefits, and
feasibilities.

You want your decision about what type of year-round school
plan you propose to be based on facts demonstrating needs, objec-
tives, benefits, and feasibilities. You also want reactions of boards,
laymen, :daft and students to your proposal to be based on accurate
information.

Concepts of "feasibility studies" vary. A major question gets
to be, feasibility of what? Keeping existing buildings full? Instruc-
tional program improvement? Mandatory attendance? Optional
attendance? The exact facts you will want will depend on what
combination of these alternatives you deem essential. In any case,
it is clear that to exercise responsible judgment and leadership you
need to get facts that show:

The situation you are now in
Nature of your present curriculum
Capacity of existing facilities
Present enrollments
Projected near-future enrollments
Public feeling.
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The nature of desirable improvements
Instructional and counseling program for childr4:n, youth, and

adults
Staff
Facilities
Costs.

Alternatives for making improvements
Program
Staff
Facilities
Costs
Revenue sources.

So, consult with competent people to identify the facts you think

are relevant to your objectives. Then get them.

Prepare a clearly worded tact sheet.

To provide a base for your own thinking and to give construc-

tive direction to the thought and participation of others, carefully
prepare a fact sheet that clearly states:

Need
For a year-round school in your district.

Opportunities
To improve educational services
To make better use of facilities.

Benefits (see chapter 3 for suggestions)
For community
For pupils
For staff.

Facts to be considered
Types of instruction needed by pupils and adults
Use of facilities
Program costs.

Request the help of some civic leaders to help decide what

facts are most likely to help citizens understand your objectives.
They can help you identify facts and ideas most likely to arouse
public interest. You need their sensitivity and judgment.

Get a competent writer to help you word your fact sheet clearly

so it is easily understood by laymen. You do need him. He can
help you avoid much obscure educational jargon that you are not
aware of using.
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Prepare discussion guides.

Discussion of facts can be either purposeful or aimless. The
meanings and significance of facts are influenced by people's
perceptions of objectives and benefits. You can develop a list of
questions for discussion that will help center concern, thought, and
comment on basic matters. Some examples:

What types of instruction do children, youth, and adults need?

How can schools best use school-age years to assure needed
instruction?

What facilities are needed to provide such instruction?

Do you think pupils should be permitted to attend school at
all times of the year?

Do you favor year-round plans that require some pupils to
remain out of school for several weeks or months during fall,
winter, or spring?

Do you think more pupils could benefit from work-study pro-
grams that give them opportunity to combine work experience
with their education?

In what ways do you think adults should be able to use school
facilities?

What community facilities do you think could be used to help
youth and adults acquire useful knowledge and skills?

You can use such a discussion guide to help people see the
meaning of information on your fact sheet. Most people will tend
to give first consideration to listed questions. This will act to set
a constructive context for consideration of other questions which
some people, of course, will raise. Try to foresee these and be
prepared to provide facts.

Initiate school board deliberations.

Obviously, at some point early in your deliberations, board
consideration and approval are urgent. You can't go far with faculty,
student, or public participation without board consent. Some admin-
istrative staff members and some faculty representatives can help
prepare statements of concepts and benefits and assemble facts
about needs and feasibilities for board consideration.

Generate support with a well-planned start.

Experience and common sense demonstrate that at almost any
time a school system can initiate some phase, or phases, of a well-
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conceived year-round community school plan. Experience also
indicates that a plan that clearly outlines stage-by-stage development
is most likely to speed board and community approval because it
permits a beginning with whatever funds are available. Such a plan
also helps activate public interest in making funds available for
successive stages.

A key element of any practical plan is a clear definition of
phases that can be implemented as a beginning.

Atlanta, Georgia, Superintendent of Schools John Letson has
capsuled some elements of strategy for making a start that activates
a sense of purpose and generates support for further development:

Prepare a clear, simply worded statement of needs and benefits.
Make a careful but adaptable long-range plan.
Then start with whatever phase of the plan is presently feasible.
A start indicates that a decision has been made and that a
plan is in operation. This gives visibility to a goal and provides
a sense of resolution and direction for next steps.

Initiation of beginning phases does not need to await funds
adequate for a complete program. If you wait until funds for all
phases of a sound plan are in hand, any start will be years away.
Nothing visible will get in motion. Each postponement will imply
that your plan is impractical and lacks public support. Staff, students,
and the public will weary of prolonged discussion that shows no
recognizable results.

Of course, many school administrators have noted the hazards
and uncertainties of starting specific phases of a comprehensive
program before funds for the entire program can be foreseen. Their
concern is well-founded and prudent. Awareness of all of the prob-
lems and efforts involved in generating long-range support is a basic
element of any plan. But, in terms of stimulating the interest and
support of staff, students, and the public, the greater hazard is
prolonged delay of any start. Some start is necessary to crystallize
purpose and to demonstrate feasibility and activate commitment.
And in reality, no matter how long you delay, there will never be
any absolute assurance of funds to finance all phases of any
adequate plan. Some uncertainties are inherent in any plan for
any long-range developments. They can never all be eliminated.
But experience demonstrates that they can be reduced by initiating
phases of plans that give people a sense of purpose and a will to act.

Be prepared to cope with reservations and objections.

Realistically confront the fact that a "go" decision will involve
coping with many expressions of reasons why an all-year community
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school is undesirable and impractical. Be prepared to deal with
objections such as:

"It will disrupt traditional summer vacation patterns."

"It will require reorganization of existing courses."

"It will water down academic courses and disrupt sequences of
instruction."

"Running around town to work in stores, offices, and shops
interferes with pupils' learning."

"People in charge of offices and factories are not qualified to
teach."

"Teachers are paid to teach, not to maintain community
relationships."

"It won't save any money. It will cost more."

"State law and state aid formulas don't support a longer
school year."

"Proposed curriculum changes conflict with state high school
graduation requirements and university entrance requirements."

"No one knows how this will work. There are too many un-
certainties."

"We don't have good evidence of what results will be."

You can foresee other objections. Do so. And be prepared to
console yoursed that coping with them in persuasive fashion is a
routine leadership job.

ACTIVATING DEVELOPMENT AND SUPPORT

Activate purposeful participation.

Make arrangements to involve teachers, students, civic agen-
cies, and laymen in planning. Set the stage for informed considera-
tion of concepts and benefits. Provide your board, staff, faculty,
students, and civic leaders with materials that clarify concepts and
benefits. Arrange for widespread discussion.

Involvement in goal setting and planning motivates people to
support constructive effort. Participation increases understanding
and activates a series of psychological processes that generate
interest, evoke thought, and crystallize the desire to act. When
people participate in making a decision they tend to feel that it
corresponds with their interests. They tend to commit themselves
to support it. Psychologists call this a "sense of identification." A
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reasonable amount of participation in plans for implementing a
decision helps get people informed and increases their commitment.

Participation also generates large amounts of person-to-person
communication. Participants exchange views. They also discuss
their views with friends and associates in shops, offices, stores, clubs,

and pubs. This helps generate widespread awareness and concern.

Time involvements.

Effective leaders depend heavily on arrangements that maximize

people's participation in analysis, assessment, and goal setting.
Such participation evokes a sense of identity that activates people's
interests and their will to support a new development

Give careful consideration to the times at which staff, faculty,
students, and other citizens can most fairly and effectively be
involved. Activate involvement at whatever times you have concepts

and facts in forms that generate purposeful participation.

At some points in time, members of your administrative staff,
principals, teachers, professional associations, students, and other

citizens can help you sift through concepts and make decisions

about which ones appear to be most beneficial and feasible. At

some points in time, their purposeful, well-informed involvement
is essential to generate interest, support, and consensus essential

for efficient program operation.
Use your judgment about when such involvement is most likely

to yield constructive results. A rule of thumb is to do so whenever

you have formulated some clearly stated concepts (such as those
suggested in chapters 1 and 2) for their consideration and also
have facts clarifying their interests in implementing proposals.

Guard against the error of confusing and tiring people with

uninformed discussion of vagaries. Experience demonstrates that

most people respond best to participation in situations where, with
reasonable effort, they can perceive a purpose and acquire a sense
of direction. Most people dislike spending much time on nondirective

study and research, and their capabilities for such work are limited.

In the name of "free," "democratic," "open," "unstructured" partici-
pation, many able and sincere faculties and citizens have been

wearied and frustrated by aimless discussion in the absence of either

guiding ideas or facts. This is unfair to them. And it usually is a
waste of leadership energy. Quite understandably, the usual result
is exasperation rather than heightened interest and support. Such

impositions on people's time and intelligence does not constitute

genuine opportunity for purposeful participation.
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Arrange for constructive faculty participation.

As noted in chapter 1, the benefits derived from any year-round
community school program depend almost entirely on the types and
quality of instruction it provides. Clearly, this in turn depends largely
on faculty commitment and effort. The two-year curriculum develop-
ment effort of Atlanta, Georgia, teachers demonstrates the magnitude
of their role:

The need for a more up-to-date curriculum was evident. More
than nine years had passed since completion of a major
curriculum revision for high schools. Since that time, profound
changes had occurred in social and economic conditions,
in the composition of the student body, and in the teaching staff.
There was a need for the curriculum to be examined and re-
designed to provide each pupil educational opportunities which
could be challenging but appropriately adjusted so that he
could experience success without becoming either bored or
discouraged.

A review of needed curricular improvements brought to the fore
the need for a program which would permit pupils to take
advantage of job opportunities which were not always available
during the summer months. Under a quarter plan an employer
could employ four different high school pupils, each in turn
working his respective quarter, and have the equivalent of a
full time employee. The teaching staff would also benefit from
greater flexibility in scheduling their time for teaching, in-service
training, college study and vacations. The four-quarter plan
was adopted as the vehicle by which major curriculum renova-
tions and greater educational opportunities could be realized.
Two years of intensive planning preceded the actual implemen-
tation of the four-quarter plan. This period was devoted to
examining and completely rewriting the high school curriculum.
Courses were designed as autonomously as possible with
m'nimum dependence upon sequence. The content of each
course was selected in terms of learning characteristics of
identifiable groups of pupils. More than 860 quarter courses
were developed which made possible a much wider option
for course selection for Atlanta high school pupils. With the
assistance of his parents, classroom teacher and counselor,
each pupil arranges his schedule each quarter.

Since the number of courses in each subject category has been
greatly increased and since the majority of them are non-
sequential, considerable flexibility in scheduling is possible.
Very few specific courses are required for graduation, though
the number of graduation credits in a given area has not been
reduced. Pupils may exercise choices not previously possible
in course selection.'
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Efforts of similar magnitude are required for any year-round
school curriculum development. It can be evoked only by large
amounts of enthusiastic and well-informed participation by teachers.

Plan an adequate in-service training program.

Most principals and many teachers can be directly involved
in curriculum development. This will help them acquire 'nsights
and commitments essential for contribution to the program. But

those not so involved are unlikely to understand or tc share
enthusiasm for new objectives and procedures. With your principals,
arrange in-service training programs designed to enlarge insight
and to motivate wholehearted participation in the new effort.

Plan for informed student involvement.

Carefully assess the immense influence that student under-
standing and support can have on community will to support educa-
tional improvement. Recognize that influence, and respect it. Then

arrange for honest and ethical student participation.
Experience is demonstrating that well-informed students have

immense persuasive impact on boards, legislators, and other adults.
This influence appears to be rooted in adults' concern for the well-
being of youth. In any case, direct communication between students
and governing bodies of adults usually yields affirmative results.

Boards and mass media are impressed by well-reasoned proposals
presented by students whose lives are so obviously affected. Many
administrators are discovering that students themselves can have
immense psychological impact on boards and the public.

With help and encouragement, students will gladly consider
and state the types of curriculum and instruction they believe to be
of importance to them. They will welcome the opportunity to present
their views to boards and to the mass media. So prepare your
student organizations to play major roles. With them, discuss
objectives, facts, and feasibilities. Invite them to participate in
planning and in meetings with boards, advisory committees, and
mass media.

Organize purposeful citizen involvement.

Carefully appraise types of citizen involvement most likely to
enlarge understanding and support. Then, with your board, arrange
to get constructive involvement.

To maximize constructive results, remember that there are limits

to the time and energy most laymen want to commit. Experience
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demonstrates that, in most cases, participation is most satisfactory
when laymen can see desirable results from each meeting. So do
the staff work necessary to facilitate well-informed participation.
Have clear statements, ideas, and facts ready for presentation.
That's your job. Laymen do not have the necessary background.
Avoid involving people in aimless discussion of vagaries.

You can get much casual but useful involvement by using your
fact sheet and your discussion guide as substance for presentations
at the regularly scheduled meetings of civic, labor, and professional
organizations.

You can get much more sustained help and support from
well-organized citizens advisory committees or study councils. But
that positive result depends on how clearly you define a purpose,
how well you provide facts essential for purposeful discussion, and
how effectively committees or councils are organized.

After evaluating the results of various types of citizen participa-
tion, I reached the following conclusions about the values of well-
organized study councils and advisory committees:

In recent years thousands of citizens councils have beenorganized. Most of them have made valuable contributions,
but many have failed and a few have done more harm thangood, because their purpose was poorly defined or because
they were poorly organized. . . .

Values of citizens councils

When the objective of improving schools is clearly defined and
when their organization is appropriate, citizens councils have
demonstrated capacity to perform the following functions.
They can assemble, appraise, and disseminate facts which
clarify educational needs and increase public understanding
of what constitutes a good school program. Hundreds of
groups have sponsored studies of instructional, building, andfinancial needs and have formulated helpful proposals formeeting those needs.
They can stimulate an increased sense of responsibility forsupporting adequate schooling. The very establishment of aformal organization focuses some attention on the problemswith which it deals. Publication of its findings and recom-mendations 'lfcrms people of needs about which they areoften only partially aware.
They can help boards and administrators crystallize opinions
and obtain the unity of action essential for improving schools.
Recommendations approved by a formally organized group
of community leaders have a prestige which generates public
respect and confidence. Council members themselves com-
municate their opinions directly to others, and council recom-mendations are publicized by the mass media. The total
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process helps arouse awareness of the urgency of educational
improvement.
Citizens councils can function as semiofficial means of express-
ing a cross section of community thought and opinion. In that
capacity they can become symbols of a united public will
which helps reconcile divisive differences of viewpoint and
crystallize a general consent to support the proposals they
formulate.
Some cautions
But those results are by no means certain. Experience shows
that when the objectives of citizens organizations are vague,
or when planning, leadership, or organization is inadequate,
the following difficulties are encountered. Some councils have
assumed responsibilities and functions which belong to the
school hoard. Others have become pressure groups seeking to
force boards to take actions which are in conflict with the
educational interests of the community as a whole. In some
cases that process has been reversed and boards have "passed
the buck" to citizens councils for making decisions which were
clearly the responsibility of the board. This has resulted in
delay and confusion.2

Give careful consideration to the organization of study councils.

The word study implies an open-minded search for facts and
improvements. It helps temper impulses to make ill-informed recom-

mendations.
Of course, many individuals and organizations initiate and

direct their own participation in educational matters. That is their

right. Many make responsible contributions. But a superintendent

of schools who accepts leadership responsibility cannot rely entirely

on efforts initiated by other persons. You have reason to initiate
arrangements you deem most useful.

Nineteen years ago, Edgar L. Morphet set forth the following

administrative guidelines for citizens council development:

With the advice of the superintendent, the school board should
request community leaders to initiate the organization of a
citizens council. The board should provide the council with
consultant services. . . .

The purpose of a courcil should be to improve schools. That
purpose should be recognized by a!! members. -. . .

Relationships between a council, the board, and the super-
intendent should be carefully defined. . . .

Council members should be representative of the entire com-
munity. Unless membership clearly represents a cross section
of various economic and social groups, and residents of

2 Gordon McCloskey, Education and Public Understanding, 2nd ed. (New

York. Harper and Row, 1967), pp. 412-13.
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various geographic areas, committee proposals are unlikely
to generate widespread support. Some members should be
selected on the basis cf their relationships with other organiza-
tions or geographic areas. This provides liaison. But they
should not be appointed as representatives of those groups or
areas, and they should not be responsible to other organiza-tions or to geographic areas for their council actions. Each
member should be selected on the basis of his or her capacity
to consider and serve the educational needs of the entire
community, and that basis of membership should be clarified
Ti publicized.

Membership should be related to a council's purpose. If the
purpose is to study the overall, long-term development of an
entire schooi system, a relatively large membership providing
liaison with major groups and areas is desirable [but] exces-
sively large councils . . . are unwieldy.
Council membei3 should formalize an agreement on purposes
and operating procedures. . , .

Council deliberations and recommendations should be based
on consideration of relevant facts. Obtaining and studying
facts should comprise a major part of any council's work.
The importance of this function is so widely recognized that
many groups have purposely named themselves "Study
Councils." . . 3

Develop ethical working relationships with employers and
community agencies.

School administrators can and should exercise a share of
leadership in the development of community planning procedures
that establish closer relationships between educational plans and
agencies planning noosing, recreation, employment, health, public
assistance, and transportation. This opportunity and responsibility
grows from well-recognized facts that those aspects of community
life have major impact on pupil learning; on the nature of poduc-
tive instruction, counseling, and other pupil services; and on proper
location of school facilities. Effort to exercise such leadership
implies careful consideration of the circumstances and processes
involved.

Many private employers and public agencies are making sub-
stantial contributions to community school programs. Some students
work part time for both pay and credit. Others serve as volunteers.
These school-community relationships are beneficial to students.

3 Ibid., pp. 416-22, derived largely from Edgar L. Morphet, "Cooperative
Procedures Should Be Based on Sound Princi(.1e7." in Citizen Co-operation for
Better Public Schools, 53rd yrbk., pt. I, National E -ciety for the Study of Education
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1954), pp. 241-62.
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They can also be means of involving many civic leaders in school
programs in ways that increase their moral support for public

education.
But those results are by no means automatic or certain. Super-

vision of part-time student employees requires employer time.
Some cost is involved. Some public agencies are apprehensive

that joint efforts with schools may dilute their autonomy and compli-
cate their accustomed planning and decision-making processes.

Become familiar with and respect the responsibilities, functions,
and limitations of cooperating agencies. Assess the limitations of
the time agency directors and staffs have for discussions of inter-
agency planning. Most directors and personnel are busy. Naturally,

those who are creative and responsible tend to use unoccupied
hours to improve work within their own organizations. At best, taking
time to consider the goals and work of schoo; requires generosity
of spirit and considerable self-discipline.

Be aware that very sincere agency directors and employees
may be apprehensive that joint planning and cooperative effort may
complicate or hamstring their plans and efforts to provide services
they perceive to be of worth. Keep in mind the fact that, like educa-
tors, many directors and employees have struggled for years to
develop and protect their service programs. In ood conscience,
most of them have sought to organize their work in ways they deem
best. Naturally, the best and most responsible among them have
developed an admirable sense of identity and loyalty. Quite under-
standably, some also may have acquired an unrealistic and defensive
sense of proprietary right.

Get acquainted with individual staff members. Some are more
interested in education than others, and as in school systems, some
are more active and exercise more leadership than others.

Recognize the value of informal exploration of mutual interests
and responsibility. Productive %to, xing relationships usually originate
from such personal interchange.

Plan work with mass media.

Newspapers and radio and television newscasters will want to
provide concise and accurate reports of plans considered by your
board. They will also want to report views of citizens advisory
committees. These reports can help generate public awareness of
needs and benefits and thus help activiate public interest and support.
Remember that printed and broadcast reports can contribute much
to a public sense of the importance of a proposal. Such reports
can also help create a sense of community consensus.
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So, discuss needs, benefits, and feasibilities with publishers,
editors, broadcasting station managers, and reporters. Urge your
board to do likewise. Be sure mass-media personnel understand
your objective and the reasons for your decision. Give them copies
of your fact sheet. Provide any other information they request. Ask
for their suggestions about mutually satisfactory arrangements for
providing them with facts about board proposals and action. Work
with your citizens study council and students to help them to do
likewise.

* * *

Year-round community school potentials add up to opportuni-
ties for school administrators to exert a great deal of leadership for
urgent educational improvements. Such leadership can help activate
continued public support for education adequate to meet needs
that are changing and growing. Such leadership is one aspect of
public responsibility. It will gain you deserved public confidence
and respect. And not so incidentally, consequent accomplishments
will yield you a justified sense of personal achievement and worth.
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CHAPTER 6

A Summary
and Action Guide

Obviously, a wide diversity of year-round community school
concepts and objectives are in the air. Motivations for their develop-
ment vary. Results can be good, bad, or a mixture of both. The
results in your community will be influenced by your choices and
decisions and by the nature of your planning. So what can you
reasonably do?

Assess current needs and circumstancQs.

Be hard-nosed about mis. Candidly confront tht, ct that much
current interest in so-called year-round schools is motivated by an
oversimplified belief that year-round use of facilities will save the
cost of new ones.

Public interest in efficient use of ft. "3 and facilities to give
people access to beneficial educational sf, vice is helpful. Respon-
sible administrators share that interest. But that interest alone
seldom evokes responsible consideration of people's present-day
educational needs or of the large benefits at stake for pupils and
communities.

Some Major Considerations: Thoughtfully conceived year-round
community schools can make much better use of both old and new
facilities to proviue more citizens of all ages with better opportunities
to acquire beneficial insights and capabilities. Mere year-round use
of existing facilities with schedules that arbitrarily exclude substantial
percentages of pupils from access to school during some weeks or
months of each year may save some new building costs. But such
pupil attendance schedules probably reduce educational oppor-
tunity and quality. Major parts of pupils' youthful years are de-
liberately wasted. It is unlikely that many citil.ms will favor such
an arrangement.
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So, ask yourself some hard questions:

Are you setting out to generate community effort to provide
adequate schooling?

Is your aim to make better education more available to more
people at more times of the year?

Or are you aiming mainly at using existing facilities for more
months of a year even if doing so requires that substantial
percentages of pupils remain out of school'for some months
or weeks each year?

Define needs, potentials, objectives, and circumstances.

Your decision about any type of year-round community school
you may propose can reasonably be based on accurate definitions
of (a) present-day educational needs of children, youth, and adults,
(b) benefits at stake, (c) valid educational objectives, (d) types of
educational services that best meet those needs, and (e) circum-
stances affecting the ways your community and state can best
provide beneficial educational services.

Prepare to exert needed leadership,

Recognize the importance of your leadership. Your board and
community need help in thinking through year-round community
school potentials and alternatives. Without help, they will simply
respond to impulse or pressure because they alone cannot assess
the consequences of various proposals.

Some so-called year-round school proposals actually reduce
pupils' opportunity to attend school. Some people carelessly
advocate such arrangements in the name of economy and efficiency.
You are the person most responsible for providing accurate facts
about present-day educational needs, benefits, services, and costs.
If you do not do so, decisions surely will be made on the basis of
inadequate concepts presented by others. Then you'll be left holding
a very large truckload of cans filled with very wriggly worms.

Of course, it is unlikely that your leadership will completely
control events or decisions. But it can be a major influence. And,
of course, leadership requires considerable effort. But not so much
effort as picking up all the pieces if you just sit back and let anything
happen.

If you feel that a year-round community school is desirable, or
inevitable, don't let things drift. If you do, poorly informed or less
responsible groups will seize leadership. Then you'll get whatever
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others impose on you. You, and the students, will be stuck with

whatever stop-gap arrangement happens to emerge.
Involve your administrative associates, board, consultants,

teaching staff, civic leaders, and students in a thorough assessment
of the benefits and limitations of various year-round community
school concepts. Help everyone keep asking which arrangements
increase and which ones decrease educational opportunity and the
quality of educational services Decide which concepts you can
honestly propose to your board and community. Then initiate wide-

spread public thought and discussions.
Get the strength that comes from unified concern and effort.

Combine your interest and planning with that of other districts.
Together, go to your state department of education and your legisla-
ture and jointly request the kind of legislation and financial support
you need. Growing public resistance to property taxes indicates
that most states will soon revise their formulas for financial aid to

local school districts. Your local district's ability to operate any
type of year-round school will be heavily influenced by changes in

your state formula.
Take time to plan a satisfactory instructional program. Involve

your board, teachers, civic leaders, and students in the planning.
Benefit from the experience of others. Consult with administra-

tors who have developed plans that correspond to your objectives.

Get the help of competent associates. Planning and directing
an instructional program that makes any year-round school of worth
requires much thought, time, and energy. Select a competent
associate to direct this large task.

Prepare a concise fact sheet clarifying major points regarding
(a) purpose, (b) benefits at stake, (c) educational program proposals,

(d) dates various educational services will be available for children,

youth, and adults, and (e) costs.
Prepare a discussion guide that clearly states central issues

and questions. Use this in meetings and conferences to help people

perceive major goals and considerations. This will facilitate discus-
sion that fosters constructive conclusions.

Maximize informed participation and involvement. With the
consent and understanding of your board, arrange meetings that

provide adult citizens, teaching staff, and pupils with the opportunity
to examine and discuss all items on ; our fact sheet and in ycir
discussion guide.

Urge board members to moderate some public discussions.
With them, plan purposeful use of your fact sheet and discussion

guide.
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After thorough planning, make a. start. This puts you in a
position of working with a going program. In this situation, upcoming
problems can be solved in the context of a constructive idea that
is accepted and in operation. If you delay a start until you have
assurance that everything will proceed as planned, you and others
can forever find reasons for making no start at all. People will
soon lose interest in mere talk. Your leadership thrust will erode.

From honest leadership you will gain public confidence and
support.

1
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